
April Gornik: Mirrored Trees, 2000, oil on Unen, 76 by 55 inches. Collection David A. and Karen Richards Sachs.
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April Gornik:
The Nature of Painting

The more than 40
latidscape paintings

and drawings by April
Gornik in this midcareer
retrospective have a par-
adoxical quality, On the
one hand, the works con-
tain neither persons nor
artifatls that would estab-
lish a human scale; they
evoke a world—prelapsar-
ian or post-apocal>ptic—
divorced from human per-
spectives. On the other,
they seem to invite an
investment on the part of
the viewer, not just as an
audience for the artistic
display, but as an individ-
ual in conversation with
the natural world. Devoid
of human presence while
at the same time soliciting
viewer engagement, the
landscapes embody the
Romantic vision of nature
as being like a cathedral:
a space that transcends
everyday human concerns
even as it invites one to
regard oneself as part of a
larger whole.

The sublimity evoked
in many of Gomik's works is
not far from that found in
19th-century American paintings such as Albert Bierstadt's enormous
panoramas of the Western landscape, or Frederic Edwin Church's
close-up and overwhelming depictions of Niagara Falls and other
natural spectacles. But while those paintings incorporate figures
that are dwarfed by nature's magnitude and appear almost alien
before its majestic power, the only witnesses to natural phenomena
in Gornik's images are we, the paintings' spectators. In this respect,
Gomik's closest affinity is with American Luminists such as Martin
Johnson Heade and Sanford Robinson Gifford, for whom the natural
world seemed to possess not the turbulent, operatic energy of the
Romantic Sublime but a silent spiritual presence with which, through
painting, an ordinary individual might commune.

Gyre, 1989, oil on linen, 72 by 112 inches. Private collection. Images this article courtesy
Danese, New York.

A traveling exhibition spotlights the 25-year career
of April Gornik, whose ardent, even visionary,
landscapes are also thoughtful considerations

of the art of representation.

BY JONATHAN GILMORE

And like the Luminists'
canvases, Gomik's works
evince a crystalline clar-
ity and precision, almost
clinical at times, in the
rendering of light and
form. Far ft'om registering
as objective recordings of
the appearance of nature,
however, her scenes seem
to be endowed with an
otherworldly or animis-
tic presence that grants
to rocks, clouds, trees,
the sun and the moon a
meaningfulness that goes
beyond their material
identities. We see this in
the way two large rock
formations in Equator
(1983) rise from the sea
like chthonic gods. The
muscular, rolling storm
clouds that appear in
Strange Attraction and
Gyre (hoth 1989) seem
pregnant with dark pre-
monitions of some grand
narrative unfolding, and
not just bad weather.

Jfc Ithough Gornik's
landscapes, like

those of her 19th-century
forebears, suggest meta-

physical or spiritual meanings, her work also appears to comment on the
genre of landscape painting itself—on the artificiality of the form and its
conventional attributes—«ven as it manifests the expressive power that
the genre epitomizes. Indeed, many of the works seem to be about the
very idea of pictorial representation, or about the reflection, copying
and doubling that pictorial representation connotes.

Several paintings are distinguished hy paired elements, as in The
Speed of Light (1997), which displays two cypresses standing in a bar-
ren plain as clouds race across the sky, and Two Fires (1983), which
presents a pair of surging, flaming masses that float upon the surface
of a lake at evening. While those works raise the issue of uniqueness
versus repetition, or perhaps identity and difference, through the use
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Devoid of human presence while
soliciting viewer engagement, the
landscapes embody the Romantic vision
of nature as being like a cathedral.

Mirror Forest, 1999, oil on linen, 72 by 99 inches.
Private collection.

its pasty, yellow-brown clouds converging like gyres over a roiling
dark blue sea that has the density and texture of flesh. Other works
suggest nature seen through optical devices, such as the beautiful
and foreboding/'re'sA Light (1987), in which a sooty sky hangs over
a broad expanse of grass that seems to curve at the horizon as if

pictured through an early lens, Finally, several of Gornik's
charcoal drawings, such d&Roman Light (2002), represent
dark trees against clear, watery skies with a limpidity and
directness that evoke landscape photogravure.

In most of Gornik's paintings, the horizon line is very
low, allowing the sky to dominate an earth or sea that
is often painted with less detail and more regularity, as
if to underscore the power of the ungovernable clouds
and storms above. Indeed, contrast itself is a typical
dramatic device in many of these works; shadow against
light, upright element upon horizontal ground, the earth's
inertness versus the atmosphere's vitalism, homogeneous
plain beneath variegated SIQ'. In some compositions, these
contrasts appear formulaic, but in others, such as a high-
colored, van Gogh-like painting titled The Fall (2001), the
effect can be sharp and unsettling. In this work, a nearly
undifferentiated and flat blue sky hangs over a sylvan-bor-
dered field of fierce, windswept, yellow and orange grass.
The grass is cut through with a path (out of Eden?) that
points the viewer toward an uncertain destination. •

"April Gomik: Paintings and Drawings" was organized by Dede Yoang
of the Neuberger Museum of Art in Purchase, N.Y., where the exhibi-
tion debuted jAug. 29, 2004-Feb. 13, 20051 The show traveled to the Art
Gallery of Nova Scotia, Halifax: [June 4-Aug. 7J, and is currently on
view at the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery and Sculpture Garden in
Lincoln, Neb. [Aug. 27-Oct 23J. A monograph on the artist, featuring an
essay by Donald Kuspit, has been published by Hudson Hills Press and
the Neuberger Museum of Art

of nearly but not completely identical twins, other paintings address
these themes with various modes of mirroring. For example, Mirror
Forest (1999), a yellow and green field of trees that have the strenu-
ously vertical and evenly spaced appearance of a marching battalion,
brings to mind an infinitely reflected form situated between two mir-
rors. Similarly, the atmospheric Gui-Lin Imagined (1996) offers a
series of gray and blue mountains that are reflected nearly perfectly
in the water below, making it seem as if the canvas—split across the
middle by the horizon line—were a once-folded sheet in which color
spread on one side had been transferred to the other. This repro-
duction-within-an-image is employed to anthropomorphic effect in
Mirror Trees (2000), where the branches of the trees are interlaced
like scrawny arms and fingers.

While Gornik adeptly employs chiaroscuro, tenebrism, glazing
and other techniques of traditional illusionism, these effects play
ambiguous roles: sometimes they straightforwardly further dramatic
realism or verisimilitude, while other times they appear as if quoted,
pointed to as a means, rather than being permitted to disappear
into the overall impression that they serve. This self-reference is
particularly emphatic in paintings that lean toward fantasy, such as
Pulling Moon (1983), a stage-setlike image of a serene ocean with
clouds that rise from behind rock formations (one of which suggests
a sea god turned to stone), and the violent Day Storm (1982), with

The Speed of Light, 1997, oil on linen, 7i by 81 % inches.
Private collection.

Author: Jonathan Gilmore is assistant professor of philosophy and humanities at
Yale University.
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The Fail, 2001, oil on linen, 74 by 93 inches.

Equator, J98.% oil on canvas, ?4 by 116 inches. Private collection.
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